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FINANCIAL
It has been a satisfactory financial year for Hohepa.  An operating 

profit of around $629,000 was boosted by $475,000 of insurance 

receipts and $760,000 of donations. Our profitability is on a 

knife edge, with clear reliance on donations to provide funds for 

capital works.

Hohepa is committed to providing its clients with a happy, 

inclusive and fulfilling life so that any profits are invested 

back into Hohepa. Last year, the Trust Board approved plans 

for the Hawke’s Bay Regional Board to embark on  a capital 

programme to physically improve some of their assets. This is 

on going.  In addition, under the leadership of the Hawke’s Bay 

Regional Board, Hohepa has purchased a property in Otaihanga, 

Paraparumu on the Kapiti Coast, where we have established 

a residential and vocational service for people living in the 

Wellington region.  There is an existing house on the property, 

which has been converted to accommodate four residents and a 

caregiver along with an administration office.

Plans have been drawn up to progressively develop the site over 

the next year or so. We are very excited about this initiative.

TRUSTEES
There have been some changes to the 

Trust Board over the last year. 

Rod de Terte resigned in November. He 

has been replaced by the new Chair of 

Hawke’s Bay Regional Board, Wendie 

Harvey.   

I would particularly like to thank Rod 

for the work that he has done for 

Hohepa for the last 20 years.  His interest in Hohepa has been 

manifest.  His expertise in matters financial will be missed, as 

will his vast institutional knowledge. The Board wishes him well 

for the future.

Neil Fergus has accepted an appointment as Trustee. Neil is a 

chartered accountant and has been appointed Chair of the Audit 

Committee.

Carol Fletcher has resigned as Chair of Hohepa Canterbury.  She 

has been replaced by Peter Bosworth who has subsequently 

been appointed to the Trust Board. 

I believe that we have a strong and well balanced board that 

serves Hohepa well.

TRUST BOARD ACTIVITIES
The Trust Board has held regular meetings throughout the 

year with meetings held in Christchurch, Wellington, Hawke’s 

Bay and Auckland. The evening before each of these meetings 

the Trust Board met with families to discuss a variety of issues 

raised both by the families, and the Board.  We have found these 

meetings to be very valuable.

Andy White has overseen the development of a new website 

which has been partially funded by a grant of $20,000 from the 

Hohepa Foundation. I encourage you to visit  www.hohepa.com.

Chairman’s Report
Hohepa Homes is a disability services provider founded in 1956 in Hawke’s Bay by Sir Lew Harris and 

Marjorie Allan.  Hohepa provides schooling, residential and vocational services in Hawke’s Bay, Christchurch, 

Auckland and Kapiti for people with an intellectual impairment.

Our aim is to support people with intellectual impairments to lead a fulfilling life and to develop to their 

fullest potential, following the principles of Rudolf Steiner, whose approach to human psychology began 

from his understanding that in every human being whatever their apparent impairment, there is a spirituality 

at work, creating its own destiny.

This report will cover major activities of the Trust Board including, financial results, our new site in Kapiti, 

the bedding down of Hohepa Services Limited (our new service delivery entity), development of an improved 

website, review of all Policies and Procedures, and progress towards appointing a Trust Board General 

Manager.

Elsewhere in this Annual Report you can read of regional developments.
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A new Policies and Procedures manual has been put together.  It 

is called  “Governance Guidelines and Policies for the operation 

of Hohepa”. This was the result of many hours of work by the 

General Managers and the Trust Board.  This is available on the 

website, as is our Constitution.

In November, we resolved to make a move towards centralising 

the accounting function.  A subsequent review of our 

organisation led to the conclusion there was a clear need for a 

dedicated leadership role to support the work of the National 

Trust Board, and ensure more effective management of our 

corporate governance responsibilities. Following a period of 

consultation with key stakeholders which included families and 

co-workers, a resolution was finally passed at the Trust Board 

meeting in September 2015 (after the end of the year under 

review).  This appointment will be made as soon as possible.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Each member of the Trust Board has worked hard this past year.  

I have had great support from them all.  Their combined skills 

make them a formidable force.

The same can be said of the General Managers. They have all 

advocated strongly for their regions and each has worked hard 

for Hohepa. 

Thank you to Lisa Militch for her work as Trust Board Executive 

Secretary.

Since balance date Raymond Eberhard has resigned as General 

Manager of Hohepa Canterbury. There will be appropriate 

acknowledgements made at the Golden Jubilee celebrations in 

Christchurch in October, but I would like to record the Trustees’ 

appreciation of the leadership qualities demonstrated by 

Raymond throughout his tenure in Christchurch, especially 

during and following the earthquakes.  Raymond has chosen to 

relocate to Tauranga. We wish him and Maureen all the very best 

for their future.

The Regional Boards have each governed their region with 

skill and enthusiasm. The Trustees are very grateful for their 

attention to the day to day governance of Hohepa.

The volunteers, especially those from Germany, are a vital part 

of Hohepa. They add a rich cultural diversity to the “Hohepa 

experience”.

Thanks are due to our funders especially the Ministries of 

Health, Education, and Social Development. They attend to our 

service-users’ needs well, although it is now 10 years since our 

vocational funding from Ministry of Social Development has 

been increased.

Grateful thanks to our donors who support Hohepa with 

donations regularly. They are vital to our endeavours.

Simon Martin 
Chair, Hohepa Homes Trust Board

The Trust Board is pleased to report that Hayley Anderson has 

been appointed to the position of National General Manager and 

will commence work 1 March 2016.

John Jackson, Catriona Gunning, Tessa Selwyn, Dale Bush (back) and Russell Carter
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Hohepa Canterbury
Our logo byline ‘creating opportunities’ permeates the 

organisation, with new goals and aspirations being achieved on 

a regular basis:  A helicopter ride, fundraising for Orana Park’s 

new gorilla enclosure, landing work experience, jobs (we now 

have two people working in cafes), attending the Menz Shed, 

woodturning classes, packing food parcels for the needy at 

0800HUNGRY, ukulele group, house and individual holidays 

etc. etc. highlight some of the remarkable achievements of 

residents.  Artistic ambition flourishes, with resident artists 

showcasing their works in Christchurch, Lincoln, Dunedin and 

Wellington.  The Rotary Best Speaker Awards in Association 

with Hohepa allowed residents and those supported by other 

providers, to compete in a speech competition both regionally 

and nationally.   New living options provide greater choice, 

with some residents living individually, others two by two in 

the Edgeware Flats, and others in group homes of fours and 

sixes.  The day service has now opened its doors to some of the 

participants of the new Enabling Good Lives model, which is in 

the final year of a three year trial.  

The Residents’ Executive Committee (the CSG) continues to 

contribute to the life of Hohepa, with input into policy and 

procedure, and also working on the topical issues such as:  

racial harmony, what qualities it takes to be a good / strong 

person, and understanding how to vote.  Several residents 

are executive members of People First, an external group that 

encourages self-advocacy.  The residents enjoy a wide variety 

of activities and opportunities.

Resident well-being is a key issue with our ageing population.  

We were extremely sad to see Nicola Roper move to a dementia 

care hospital in Hamilton, close to her brother and his family.  

The following graph shows the age range of our current 

population of 84 residents.
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Menagerie South musicians spent a week in the Day Service 
culminating in an inter-active performance with residents

Clare Swain & father Jack fulfilling a dream
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Phyllis Gardyne, Operations Manager says, “The focus over this 

past year has been the Transformation of our Service to reflect 

individual interests / passions and to ensure residents have an 

increasing say in how their service is run. 

This journey of transformation has been on-going for many 

years now, but it was given a renewed sharpness of focus from 

two evaluative audits completed in February and May of 2015.  

These evaluations are not about compliance, rather the focus is 

on resident quality of life, resident and family satisfaction with 

the support we provide, and how well we do in transforming 

our service to reflect a meaningful life for residents.

The evaluations highlighted many positives that included:

• Most dedicated staff they have ever seen

• Our residents are supported above and beyond what could 
be expected 

• Our residents clearly know their rights and tell us what they 
want

• Residents have meaningful choices, including about how we 
run their service

• Everyone (residents, family, staff, managers) state that they 
feel part of the ‘Hohepa Family’

• Staff and managers say they are very well supported by 
managers from all levels

• Staff and managers know our people and their families very 
well

• We make every effort to build extended networks for our 
residents

• Families have faith that together we will find solutions to the 
hardest problems

• Communication is very good between staff, managers and 
families

• We have a genuine ‘open door policy’ for all – staff, 
residents, families

• Our management culture is supportive, non-hierarchical and 
shares information openly

It was also identified that the restrictions on people we 

support as we help with the things they need could be better 

documented.  We developed a Restrictive Practices Policy and 

we are in process of documenting all restrictions for all clients.  

Our next step in this process will be to identify strategies to 

minimise restrictions on clients while still ensuring their needs 

are met.

Friday Adventure Group (left to right): Terry Gibbons, Bruce Richie, Allan McKenzie, Stephen Closey, Adam Buxton, 
Dale Cayford, John Pike, Michael Stanley, Andrew Cameron and Matthew Phelan
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The evaluation teams remind us that we are on a journey of 

transformation and we must keep looking forward to the next 

steps in our journey.  In light of this, we have added a tick box 

manager review to assess IP goals, ensuring we continue to 

transform.  The goals need to achieve at least one key outcome 

from:

• How will I gain, use and maintain a new skill?

• How will this help me learn about choice making?

• How will this help me be respected?

• How will this encourage friendships / strengthen 
relationships?

• How does this increase opportunities to connect with others 
in the wider community in an individual way?

• How do I give back to my community?

• How will this make me happy and how can you tell I am 
happy?

• How does this make my life more satisfying?

• How will my self confidence be developed?

• How does this increase my dignity?

Phyllis concludes, “We look forward to continuing our journey 

with all the wonderful residents who choose Hohepa as their 

home”. 

Of course it’s no use talking about satisfaction without 

measuring this.  Every two years the Trust Board ensures 

staff and family satisfaction surveys take place in the regions.  

Canterbury’s results have been very pleasing, with satisfaction 

being at a good level for both staff and families. A whopping 

92% of families believe that the special character enhances 

their family member’s quality of life, while 85.5% of staff 

indicated they feel a strong sense of commitment to the 

community.

Bruce Ritchie, Elizabeth Meldrum & Matthew Phelan

Artist Peter Chou with his work at Liffey Gallery Exhibition

Roslyn Marshall, Christina Reimer & Melanie Sewell
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We had two audits by the Standards & Monitoring Service 

(SAMS) for several of the homes and also a division of the 

Day Service.  Both audits were very complimentary, with no 

compulsory action required.  The time and effort leading into 

these audits is extremely time consuming for all involved, 

and I’d like to acknowledge the work and effort of all the 

staff involved, and for Operations Manager Phyllis Gardyne’s 

guidance and leadership for staff in achieving these very 

pleasing results. The following audit extracts show the nutshell 

view:

• Aspirational based planning strives to identify individual 
goals chosen by the client

• While Hohepa Canterbury has a strong philosophical base, 
they have demonstrated a willingness to blend this with best 
practice

• The staff place the dignity of the residents at the forefront 
of their practice and this appears to be a cornerstone of the 
service provided

• The people are supported by staff who genuinely care for 
them and want to make it possible for them to have a quality 
lifestyle

• The anthroposophical philosophy has a positive influence on 
our workplace and is supported

• The special character enhances our family member’s quality 
of life

• Hohepa Canterbury’s staff are good communicators

The Staff Survey provided some interesting nuggets, but the 

main celebration is that staff engagement has increased by a 

significant 10% since 2012. The Regional Board set a realistic 

goal of a 2% increase, however, that was surpassed. The IBM 

consultant said “What I can tell you is that your Engagement 

Index is the score for Overall Perceptions, and the score is 

82.5% which is considered a VERY GOOD result.”  

Andrew Guild, Denise Aitken, Jane Bailey, 
 Theresa King & Elizabeth  Meldrum

Day Service Group (left to right): Clare Swain, Ian Nielsen, Geoffrey Buxton, Julie Rangihuna,  
Team Leader Lisette Evans, Jane Bailey, Tracy Brookman, Leanne Sowman and Mary McEwan
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Teamwork has similarly improved, with an increase of 18.4%, 

and this is evident with the collaborative approach on all levels.  

An issue in the 2012 survey was with the management of 

poor staff performance. Staff feedback indicated that this has 

improved by 22.6%, which is a real credit to our HR Team. The 

2012 survey showed that most staff felt there weren’t career 

development opportunities for them at Hohepa. 

This has, however, changed, with an increase of a staggering 

24.4%.  This is largely due to the fact that we took this on board 

at the completion of the last survey, and have worked hard at 

identifying people with management and leadership potential 

within the organisation. We then created opportunities for 

these people to gain some managerial experience, for example, 

when one of our regular managers goes on leave. This has been 

supported with training courses at the New Zealand Institute of 

Management, and many of these ‘trainees’ now have roles as 

fully fledged managers and are doing an excellent job.  

It’s important to work towards maintaining staff and keeping 

them on the payroll. We were pleased to observe that the 

number of staff who showed that they intend working for 

Hohepa for another twelve months has risen to 95%.  

Overall very positive results from a wonderful and talented 

group of people.  

Some good commentary was received from staff as to their 

observations:

• The overriding Steiner philosophy and the many different 
nationalities employed here who embrace this, and apply it 
to their work, and to the lives of the residents

• The Management Team members are friendly and 
approachable

• People genuinely seem to care about each other

• It is working at the moment, so keep it up!

The Family Survey – Following on the coat-tails of a highly 

successful Staff Survey, the Trust Board commissioned 

a Christchurch firm, Research First, to conduct a Family 

Satisfaction Survey which has similarly come through with 

some very pleasing results.  Some of the most interesting 

statistics were as follows:

• Hohepa Canterbury is professional and relates well to our 
family: 87% 

• The hopes and dreams of my family member at Hohepa are 
being fulfilled: 82% 

• Hohepa Canterbury’s staff show respect for our family 
member: 99%

• Hohepa Canterbury staff are pleasant and friendly: 99%

• Hohepa Canterbury’s staff are familiar with the Disability 
Codes and this is reflected in their behaviour: 91%

A positive financial result has been very satisfying and is 

important for our future sustainability.  We have recorded 

a modest profit after donations and after adding back 40% 

depreciation.  This was slightly below budget largely due to 

lower capital donations which occurred because of, not only 

the difficult market for fundraising, but also due to delays in 

capital work being completed due to waiting for our insurers 

and EQC.  I would like to thank Accountant, Catherine Coulter 

who resigned during the year, for her significant contributions 

to both Canterbury and the Trust Board, and in particular the 

Accredo accounting project.

L-R; Mary McEwan, Joanne Brown, Raymond Eberhard, 
Leanne Sowman, John Lambie & Ian Nielsen

Special Olympics Basketball 
L-R; Blair Steel, Michael Stanley & John Pike

Shaun Collings at Orana Park
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Earthquake repairs have seen the entrance way to Hohepa 

revamped, with a nice new widened driveway leading to 

the Admin turning circle. The driveway will be finished once 

extensive drainage repairs have been completed, as much 

of the underground pipework needs to be replaced.  The 

Recreation Centre has had repairs to the gib lining and some 

repainting, while Admin is looking resplendent with its new 

colour scheme.  The house relocated from the Red Zone in 

Kaiapoi now stands proudly at the farm, with nice views out 

towards Sabys Road.  This is a large spacious dwelling, and as 

the builder says, was extremely well built.  It will be a real boon 

to the van Asch residents.  The new site means it will be easier 

to maintain the grounds, as they will flow from the entranceway 

down to the Gaia Day Centre – easy for the ride-on mower.  

All at Hohepa lament the departure of Day Service Manager 

Christina Reimer after 23 years.  Christina is known for her 

remarkable insight into resident psyche and her skill at staff 

management.   Christina and her husband have retired to 

live on a block at Seddon and to support her ageing mother.  

Thanks are due to Christina for doing a wonderful job over 

many years.  We wish her all of the very best for the future!

This is the last Annual Report that I will write for Hohepa.  After 

21 years’ service to Hohepa, I have reluctantly decided to move 

on to new opportunities and a warmer climate in Katikati, near 

Tauranga.  Maureen and I have bought a hectare of land where 

we plan to be as self-sufficient as possible and will set up a 

home-stay.  I also plan to practice as a celebrant.  Hohepa, its 

residents, Board members, families and staff will always be 

dear to our hearts.  

I wish Hohepa Canterbury well on the occasion of its Golden 

Jubilee commemorating 50 years, and look forward to the 

celebrations at Families’ Weekend in October.  I have no doubt 

that the team will do an excellent job taking the community 

into the future, and creating even more opportunities and 

experiences for the residents and day attendees.

I’d like to thank you all for your help and support over the 

past two decades.  Families, Boards, staff and management 

have worked as a cohesive unit to improve quality of life for 

the residents and day attendees.  Special thanks to my PA 

Irene Grether, Operations Manager Phyllis Gardyne, and to 

all of my direct reports for their help and energy over the past 

two decades.  Thanks also to Audrey Cooper for employing 

me in the first instance in 1995, and special thanks to Pamela 

Williams and Peter Phillips for supporting me respectively as 

Board Chair for seven years, and as Deputy Chair for the last 11 

years.  I wish my current Board Chair, Peter Bosworth, and the 

Regional Board all of the very best as they provide governance 

over future years.  There is no doubt in my mind that the 

organisation is left enhanced and in good heart for the team to 

take it forward.  

Raymond Eberhard 
General Manager Hohepa Canterbury

Above: Transport of Red Zone house to the  
Hohepa Canterbury Farm

Right: The completed house
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The “Lonely Planet”, Mercer and the Economist have all rated 

Auckland’s quality of life among the best in the world but it is 

also reported, according to Demographia figures, to be in the 

top 10 most expensive cities in the world. We have in Auckland 

one of the most unaffordable housing markets in the world. 

For people with a disability getting a house in Auckland has 

become a lot harder. For residential service providers finding 

a house for people with disabilities has also become more 

difficult. Auckland has the highest percentage of people with 

disabilities than in any other region. Government funding of 

services does not make allowance for regional cost of living 

variations.

There are very many people in Auckland who need support. 

Hohepa Auckland endeavours to reach out to these people in 

the community.

Hohepa’s transition service covers a complexity of variations 

in the pathways that students are taking up; independent 

provision from home to access the community, courses, 

university study, community participation services and “very 

high needs” (VHN) providers to name a few. Within these are 

also variations of how the funding is utilised with families 

seeking a lot more variety and wanting to access different 

options from a variety of service providers or community 

activity.  It is important that Hohepa Auckland is able to meet 

this changing need amongst the young students and their 

families as they leave school and take up the path of their adult 

life. 

Hohepa Auckland

(Left to right): Jo Thorensen, Peggy Leung, Russell Carter and Amber Winslow
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“On Friday I work at West Lynn Gardens in New Lynn with Trent, 

Catriona, Hui-wen, Jane and Karen.  We go in the morning.  I 

like weeding – pulling out the weeds. I really like it.  I am good 

at it.  For my job I need a kneeling pad and a bucket. In the 

shed I find and collect tools I need. I like going to West Lynn 

Gardens because it is a really nice place.  I like the people they 

are nice and friendly.  I like having morning tea with them in 

the butterfly house.”   

Kelly Blomfield

“We volunteer at the Butterfly Gardens on every second Friday. 

I like doing the mulching with Trent.  When we first arrive we 

get our tools from the shed.  I get a spade and wheelbarrow. I 

like having morning tea with the other volunteers. I have made 

lots of nice friends and enjoy socialising with them in between 

my work.”  

Catriona Gunning

“When I arrive at the gardens I get the rake and trowels 

ready for work. I like raking leaves and mulching. I don’t like 

weeding! We have morning tea in the butterfly house. I like 

looking at the butterflies and it is nice and warm in there. I 

have made new friends and enjoy talking to them at morning 

teatime. I like volunteering at West Lynn because we have fun 

while we work.”   

Hui wen Wang

“I work at the butterfly gardens. The best job I like is the 

mulching. You have to have strong arms to dig and lift. I enjoy 

the people there, they are so much fun. At morning teatime we 

sit down and talk, then it’s back to work for more fun. We go 

every second Friday. Fridays are awesome – especially when we 

go there. Great team work! Then it’s time to pack up and go. A 

great day’s work!”   

Trent Wrathall

“I like being a member of nature studies. I work at the West 

Lynn Gardens. I enjoy raking the leaves. I keep the grass and 

paths neat and tidy. I like eating morning tea at the butterfly 

house.”    

Jane Buckby

Russell Carter and Antonio Ahmann
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Oliver’s Doggie Treats

 
As parents we were keen for Oliver to gain some form of meaningful paid employment once he finished 

school, as was he. However, this turned out to be a harder prospect than we would have imagined, 

particularly as Oliver is such a determined and hard working person. He is very methodical in his work 

processes and is not put off by repetition. Simone of Hohepa Auckland approached us with an idea she 

had about Oliver setting up his own small business making dog treats. She had heard about another boy 

with Down Syndrome doing this at a conference she attended. We thought this was a wonderful suggestion 

and worth attempting. So, we ordered Oliver some bone shaped cookie cutters, had a personalized stamp 

made up for him and he was off.

The ingredients are all very basic, whole-wheat flour, root vegetables, molasses, oil, cinnamon and water. 

Oliver cuts and mashes the veges, mixes and rolls out the dough and then gets to cutting the treats into 

three different sizes using every last bit of dough. Once the biscuits are baked he weighs out the shapes 

according to size and bags them up into eco-friendly food grade bags which he has previously stamped 

and labeled with the size and ingredients sticker.

His first sales were made at an SPCA fundraiser hosted by my work, Online Republic, where he donated 

half of his sales to the SPCA. He then had a stall at Titirangi markets on possibly one of the wettest days 

in Auckland but still he managed to sell 18 bags and he thought it was great fun being a stallholder. 

He got some repeat orders from people at Online Republic and also from neighbours who he had 

given free samples to. Our next-door neighbor created a Facebook page for Oliver’s Doggie Treats, 

which has had hundreds of views and multiple orders, from Kerikeri to Wellington! So now he has had 

to up his baking days to keep up with the orders which are placed through his own Gmail account: 

 oliversdoggietreats@gmail.com

The support that Oliver is receiving through his Facebook page is quite overwhelming. People are very 

generous in chatting to him and sharing photos of their beloved pooches and their opinion of his treats, all 

of which are very positive. Oliver loves seeing the photos and hearing the comments and he really enjoys 

making the treats. He now has some extra pocket money coming in and he is particularly rapt with that. He 

has BIG plans for spending it once he has saved enough so hopefully his little venture will be on going. We 

are really proud of him and happy to support him as his business grows.

Debbie Rabl (Oliver’s mother)
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Hohepa’s day services provide daytime support for people who 

live in Hohepa’s residential service and for people who live in 

their own homes or with other residential support providers. 

Hohepa operates a collaborative service with other support 

networks in the community. Services are provided at locations 

all across Auckland. The type of support is necessarily varied 

and hinges on the interests of each individual. We support 

people to work from home, to work in the community, to gain 

work experience and to be busy in activities that are purposeful 

and relevant.

The people who are supported through Hohepa’s residential 

service are engaged in a great many things, too many to 

mention all here. There are people who are married, people 

engaged to be married, and people who are still on the look 

out - or not in the least bit interested! There are people who 

are on the autism spectrum and we provide support for people 

with Prader-Willi syndrome. There are people who need a great 

deal of support and others who need not so much. Everyone is 

encouraged to experience freedom to live good lives as others 

do in the Auckland community. Without exception every person 

that Hohepa supports is unique, interesting, wonderful and 

great fun to be with. A picture tells a thousand stories and we 

have many pictures on our Facebook page! 

We encourage you to take a look:  

https://www.facebook.com/HohepaAuck?fref=ts

Russell Carter
General Manager Hohepa Auckland

(Left to right): Camilla Laurenson, Itai Biran, Kaa Dekker, Mark Warner, Catriona Gunning and Michelle Battersby
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Hohepa Hawke’s Bay
During the 2014/15 year Hawke’s Bay continued to build on 

the momentum of the organisation review started in 2009/10. 

Our Regional Board has gone through significant change in 

personnel, started by Rod de Terte’s decision to finish his 

twenty years of dedication to Hohepa – in more recent times 

as Chair of Hohepa Hawke’s Bay, but also a long period of time 

on the National Trust Board – twenty years in all, is quite a 

contribution.

Our new Regional Board has a team of people with a wide 

range of relevant skills, and real commitment to the special 

character of Hohepa. 

Central to our Service Quality must be an understanding 

and practice around ‘Special Character’. Over recent years 

building staff understanding has been an important focus. 

During the past year we have kept this focus.  Staff feedback 

showed a major wish to be able to gain greater understanding 

and training in the Special Character of Hohepa – to understand 

Curative Education & Social Therapy and what it practically 

means to their work. The effort & work is showing through :

• A Special Character training programme was planned and 

offered to staff. A study and practice course of 16 sessions 

over 4 focus modules, over 12 months, with a variety of tasks 

and reading, where reflective meetings form a core to the 

training. The first group of 16 staff completed the course with 

very positive feedback. New courses have started, giving 

opportunity for ‘the word to spread’. 

• The development of the IDP, based around thinking of a 

person’s development in Physical, Soul & Spirit is cornerstone 

to the Special Character. We are still developing, but as 

everyone becomes familiar with the process, thinking and 

reflection in preparation, our service quality strengthens.

• There has been a notice-able increase in Therapy 

programmes in the adult community. Success in the last two 

years of Art Awards in the New Zealand wide IHC Art Awards 

has been the most obvious outcome – but the influence of 

Therapy work in the lives of the Residents is also evident in the 

Personal Plans (IDP’s).

• The focus of every person having a sense of purpose and 

fulfilment through work and contribution in our Day Services 

has strengthened noticeably – we have a strong lead team 

of Work Centre Leaders, resulting from our organisation 

review and restructuring in recent time, with the quality of 

engagement and productivity very evident.

• Overall, there is better understanding about the intended 

support and development of each person founded on principles 

of Curative Education, Social Therapy and Anthroposophical 

values & principles.                                                                             

This is our ‘Core Business”.

We are particularly proud of the achievement by our art 

therapy programmes, with a winner in the IHC National Art 

awards in 2014 (Philip Sisam), and most recently further highly 

commended recommendation in 2015. 

Andrea Nowell-Usticke’s award winning picture

(Left to right): Zoe Ellison, Sandy Rencken, Amy Sutton and Robert Jacks at the annual Hawke’s Bay Fair
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We use IDP outcomes as one measure of Service Quality. 

When we reviewed our personal planning process in 2011/12 

we endeavoured to define outcomes that reflects the special 

character of the organisation. In 2012/13 we began reporting 

outcomes. The 2014/15 year-end analysis shows marked 

growth in the scope of our measures. 

This was a new expectation, and in the first year there was a 

limited range of reporting. It was also a time of learning with 

the approach to IDPs. One significant finding was limited 

attention to various areas of ‘Learning & Support’ for Service-

users – particularly around Communication and planning for 

people to go on holidays.

This chart clearly shows the difference made by placing 

attention and emphasis in this aspect of service evaluation. 

At an early stage we recognised a gap in attention to 

supporting service user capability to communicate their needs 

and wants. 

More recently, as a result of evaluating the plans and 

outcomes, we have started a strategy to better enable the non-

verbal and less verbal people to communicate their ideas using 

tools such as “core boards” and electronic technology. We 

look forward to the benefits of this focus leading on to reduced 

frustration – and therefore reduced antisocial behaviours.

Important to us is building a sense of worth and purpose – 

achieved by enabling people to have work roles. This is the 

core of our successful day services programming.  A wide range 

of work opportunities on the farm, in our studios (woodwork, 

candle making, weaving) and grounds maintenance are 

important work opportunities. We have also successfully 

supported service users to take over the roles of lawnmowing 

(using the ride on mower) and cleaning – jobs previously 

reserved for external contractors.  Our supported employment 

facilitator constantly seeks opportunities for people in 

voluntary or paid work in the wider community. The sense of 

self-worth in being able to have a job like others has a point of 

pride amongst our service users.

Our data on outcomes from personal plans related to skill 

development and engagement in work clearly shows the 

growth in our service quality from this focus.

Another major area of development has been in our “More 

Independent Living” programme.  Individual, self-contained 

chalets on the rear of one of our sections in Taradale allows 

people to develop the skills of catering and caring for 

themselves – with staff working in the adjacent community 

house available to support, guide and oversee. Gaining the 

confidence in themselves by achieving a more independent 

lifestyle has led to aspirations about work and getting about 

in the community. We are all very proud of the lifestyles these 

people now lead, and have seen some progress into “flatting” 

elsewhere.   As this success has been recognized, there has 

been a flow on effect in how people are encouraged to make 

choices and be more in control of their lifestyle – according to 

individual capability.
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New service – Hohepa Wellington
Establishing a new Hohepa service in greater Wellington area 

has been the other significant achievement. The 2.5 ha site 

in Otaihanga, Paraparaumu, has four people enjoying the 

lifestyle, where growing their own vegetables, collecting the 

eggs, and getting about Paraparaumu has been a pleasing 

development. The Kapiti community, and particularly the 

Outside at Kapiti (left to right): Logan Harrison, Nusku Estorf and Michael O’Connor
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New Work Opportunities 

During the last 3 years we have worked to strengthen the range 

of work opportunities for our service users. We are thrilled to 

have people taking over work such as the lawnmowing at our 

Clive site & cleaning position responsible for the administration 

building. Another real success has been work for people in 

our own service team: Nga Kaitiaki O Hohepa – Caring for the 

Environment

This new work opportunity has been established in Hawke’s 

Bay involving people from Hohepa and other similar service 

organisations growing native plants, wetland restoration 

projects and riparian planting along river banks. Nga Kaitiaki O 

Hohepa environmental services is a Hohepa Hawke’s Bay entity 

that undertakes commercial contracts with local councils and 

land owners.  

Through working on the land, our people can grow to 

experience satisfying and healthy lives, achieving as much 

independence as possible through their work. At the same 

time, there is a real sense of contributing to the community 

by protecting the environment. The enthusiasm and real work 

output by those involved has really been significant.

Part of the project has included a partnership with the 

local trust that supports Trees4Hawkes Bay, giving work 

opportunities alongside several other people. 

Otaihanga neighbourhood, has been very welcoming with 

the amenities of Kapiti offering multiple opportunities for the 

residents of this new Hohepa service to enjoy their lifestyle. 

Planning is well under way for additional homes, so that a small 

lifestyle community can develop. 

Finally we would like to remember and acknowledge the 

passing of Bruce Cunningham, John McKendrick and Barry 

Craig. These three residents enjoyed a long and satisfying life 

in the Hawke’s Bay Hohepa Community. We particularly also 

note their passing reflected contributions of three outstanding 

families – all who made a real difference to the development of 

Hohepa from its very early days, to where Hohepa is now. 

Hohepa truly is founded on some amazing support – with that 

continuing from many families and sections of the community 

today – we thank you all.

Enthusiastic Hohepa environmental service members – 
Clinton (hat), Dean, Crystal and Andrew have made short 
work of planting 1100 trees at the new Hohepa wetland at 

Park Island, Napier.



Calendar of Events

HOHEPA HAWKE’S BAY

July 2014
IHC awards.  1st place Philip Sisam 

August
Maori carving unveiling ceremony at Hohepa School

Carnival 

Tobias Play at the School

Started refurbishment of Ruby House and Flax Cottage

September
Enliven the Soil – Clive

Spring Festival in Poraiti

Family Weekend

Julian McLaren & Virtuoso Strings perform at Poraiti

Hohepa Ball

October
Started refurbishment of Rimu House

December
Christmas Market

Paradise Play, Clive

Shepherd’s Play

Summer Festival, Poraiti

Carols around the Christmas Tree

Summer Festival and Christmas party, Clive

January 2015
Barry Craig sadly passed away

February
Waitangi Day Celebrations – Poraiti
Community Hangi at Poraiti

March
Hohepa Fair

Bruce Cunningham sadly passed away

Harvest Festival

April
Visit by Argentinean & Kiwi Black Stick Hockey Teams

Walnut gathering at school

ANZAC assembly at Poraiti

Easter Celebrations with Silent Meals, Art, Egg Painting and 
Sunday services

May
Hohepa’s birthday tree planting in Clive and Poraiti

Whitsun Celebrations

John McKendrick sadly passed away

Harris house trip to Taupo

Whitsun Celebrations

Volunteer visit by Iona, Woodford and Lindisfarne colleges

Saint Martin Festival, Poraiti

June
Winter Spiral – Poraiti

Visit by Lady Janine Mataparae – Governor General’s office

Candle Lit Concert 

Blazing Star Festival 

Midwinter Service – Poraiti
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HOHEPA AUCKLAND

August 2014
Community Development Meeting

Transition Expo

September
Cirque de Soleil

October
Uxbridge Exhibition

Circus Convention

InterAct Disability Festival

November
Michael Park Steiner School Summer Fair

Biodynamic ‘Double Stir’ - Prep 500

SPEC Verification Meeting

Community Development Meeting

Titirangi Rudolf Steiner School Advent Fair

December
Christmas Function 

Official Opening of the New Christopher House Deck

Hohepa “End of year staff get together”   

February 2015
Wenderholm Beach Gathering

Kate’s (and friends) trip to Russell

March
Travelled to the Hohepa Hawke’s Bay Fair

May
Community Development Meeting

Victoria Park Exhibition opening 

June
Matariki Festival
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HOHEPA CANTERBURY

July 2014
Mid-Winter Whacky Hat Festival 

Opening of the Sheelagh Thompson Art Studio

General Manager’s address to the Cracroft Ladies’ Probus 
Club

August
Day Service cupcake BakeAThon fundraising for SPCA

Winter disco dance celebration

Christchurch Harp Orchestra performance 

Concert by the “Cantabrainer Choir”

September
Completion of new main driveway following earthquake 
damage 

Number of residents voted in General Election at polling 
booth set up at Hohepa

Peter Chou & Geoffrey Buxton finalists at the IHC Art Awards 
in Wellington

Women’s World Music Choir performance

“The Threefold Human Being” staff training – Dr David 
Ritchie

October
Families’ Weekend celebrations – 250 attended Friday 
evening Dine and Dance

Cultural Training – The Rev George Ehau, the concept of 
“Mana”

Residents participated in Selwyn District Council’s Civil 
Defence Exercise 

November
St John Cottage holiday in Hanmer 

Recreation Centre 

- “Art for Life” exhibition 

- New Zealand Guitar Quartet performance

- Helen Webby performance 

- Annual Conference of the Anthroposophical Society of New 
Zealand

December
Advent Celebrations

Residents’ Christmas party 

Gardens’ clean-up by volunteers from Middleton Grange 
School 

Performance by Mark’s Musicians 

Flute, Harp and Cello concert by Hugh & Martin Roberts & 
Sasha Henderson

Christmas Carol Service and Nativity Scene

New Year’s Day gathering of community at the farm

January 2015
Carole Gantley entered the residential community

February
Ministry of Health evaluation audits conducted by SAMS on 
two houses and Evergreens’ Day Service

“Outside In” art exhibition at Christchurch Museum featured 
works from several residents

Day Service visit to Taumutu to Ngati Moki Marae

March
Trust Board meeting at Hohepa Canterbury 

Rotary Best Speaker Awards - 60 people attended the Finals 
dinner at Hohepa  

Commencement of minor external earthquake repairs and 
repaint of Admin Building

Staff training “Social Therapy Conference at Dornach, 
Switzerland” – Trisha Glover

Sloss House holiday to Hanmer 

General Manager addressed Christ’s College Assembly – 
Lenten appeal funds coming to Hohepa

April
Easter Silent Meal commemoration

Community Easter celebrations at the farm

Founding resident, Nicola Roper, transferred to dementia 
level care in Hamilton, close to family

ANZAC Day community gathering to celebrate residents’ 
length of time at Hohepa

May
Families’ Forum with Management Team

Menagerie South musicians spent a week in the Day Service 

Red Zone house from Kaiapoi transported overnight to farm 
for reconstruction

Staff training “Introduction to Anthroposophy” – Sue 
Simpson

Ministry of Health Evaluations on four houses conducted by 
SAMS

June
Winter Solstice celebration 

Family / Staff meeting with Trust Board representatives
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(Left to right): Andrew Guild, Allan McKenzie, 
Blair Steel and Henry Mawson



HOHEPA AUCKLAND

Te Pou Trust 

Picot Trust 

Grant Perpetual Trust 

Jamieson Family Trust 

HOHEPA CANTERBURY

Cranleigh Harper Barton Cultural Trust

Gendy Brown

The Canterbury Community Trust

Carlton Dental Repair

Maurice Carter Charitable Trust

Cashmere High School Student Council

Christchurch Earthquake Recovery Trust

Dove Electronics Ltd

Four Winds Foundation

Gifford Family

Cynthia Greig

Hohepa Foundation - Canterbury Fund

Jones Foundation

Lamar Charitable Trust

Lion Foundation

Mainland Foundation

Pub Charity

David & Juliet Roper

Rosma Family Trust

Rotary Club of Christchurch Sunrise Trust

Rotary Club of Riccarton Charitable Trust

The Southern Trust

Springhill Charitable Trust & Frimley Foundation

Farina Thompson Charitable Trust

Tiger Tint

The Trusts Community Foundation

The Warehouse Ltd (Barrington)

Pamela Webb Charitable Trust

HOHEPA HAWKE’S BAY

Boddy Estate

Carol Carr

Bernard Chambers Trust

RB Craig Trust

Chris Cook

Cunningham Family Trust

Eastern & Central Community Trust

Endeavour Community Foundation

Neil Fergus

Joan Fernie Charitable Trust 

First Light Community Foundation

First Sovereign Trust Limited

Four Winds Foundation Limited

Major Gooding & Partners

Greenmeadows Rotary Club

JD Harris Family Trust

Heretaunga Land Skills Trust

The Higgins Bequest Trust

Harold Holt Charitable Trust

Hastings Pak N Save

The John Holt Memorial Trust

Hawke’s Office Depot

Infinity Foundation

Konica Minolta

Gwen Malden Charitable Trust

Mitre10 Mega

New Zealand Community Trust

Pam Torbett Charitable Trust

D S Ray

The Southern Trust

Springhill Charitable Trust & Frimley Foundation

Sutherland Self Help Trust

Tamatea Pak N Save

Mark Weaver

Nancy Woodhouse 
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Donations
Thank you to these individuals, trusts and organisations who have so generously supported our work this year with gifts of $1000 

or more:



Directory of Homes and 
Offices

Hohepa Homes Trust Board
A registered Charitable Trust (CC10865)
P O Box 307, Napier 4140
Phone    06 870 1385
Fax   06 870 1386  
Email  trust@trust.hohepa.org.nz
Web  www.hohepa.com

CHAIRMAN
Simon Martin

TRUSTEES
James Laurenson

Greg O’Connor

Peter Phillips

Wendie Harvey

Neil Fergus

Sue Gates

Sue Simpson

Peter Bosworth

LIFETIME MEMBERS
T D C Cullwick

B H Kivell

J N McGowan M.B.E

D Sloss M.N.Z.M

P Harris

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Lisa Militch

AUDITORS
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Napier

FOUNDERS
The late Sir Lewis and Lady Harris and Marjorie Allan M.B.E 
in 1957

HOHEPA AUCKLAND
Administration 09 555 5050

Christopher House  09 555 5062

Parzival House  09 555 5067

Lavender Cottage  09 555 5063

Daffodil Cottage  09 555 5066

Magnolia House  09 555 5061

Gabriel House  09 555 5065

Michael House  09 555 5064

Hohepa Day Services  09 829 2178

Hohepa Transition Services  021 992 684

HOHEPA CANTERBURY
Administration & Wellness Centre 03 332 3179

Day Service 03 332 0441

Bev Morrissey House 03 332 9269

Conifer House 03 332 1207

Edgeware Flats confidential

Gabriel House 03 332 2507

Koru Flat 03 332 3809

Lamar House 03 332 4880

Raphael House 03 337 5367

Rata Flat 03 337 0522

River Cottage 03-332-7055

Robson House 03 331 8166

Rose Cottage 03 332 8707

St John Cottage 03 337 5382

Sunflower Cottage confidential

Willow Cottage 03 332 3864

Halswell Village
Day Service  03 322-6139

Kotare Cottage confidential

Pamu Cottage confidential

Rimu Cottage confidential

Sloss House 03 322 9147

Tasman Cottage confidential

van Asch House 03 322 9037

Veltoma House 03 322 8015

HOHEPA HAWKE’S BAY
Administration & Day Service     06 870 0426

Anyon House, Clive                         06 870 1462 

Bell House, Clive                              06 870 1469 

Cunningham House, Clive           06 870 1464 

Flax House, Clive                              06 870 1466 

Harris House, Clive                          06 870 1463 

Ruby House, Clive                           06 870 1468 

Rimu House, Clive                            06 870 1349

Totara House, Clive                        06 870 1348

Pohutukawa House, Clive            06 870 1347

Pukeko Cottage, Clive                    06 870 0426  extn 728

Tui Cottage, Clive                            06 870 0426  extn 729

McCaskill House, Burness Rd                       06 844 9151

Community House, Holyrood St                   06 844 8619

Community House, Harold Holt Ave          06 842 0624

Community House, Avondale Rd         06 845 0325

Community House, Neagle Place              06 845 4323

Community House, Arthur Hobson Ave   06 843 1115

Community House, Avondale Rd Chalets 06 844 6750

Community House, Peddie St                    06 844 5840

Hohepa School Office, Poraiti                     06 844 2740

Allan House, Poraiti                                        06 844 7674

Kotare House, Poraiti                                     06 844 8609

Kotare-iti House, Poraiti                               06 844 2805

McGowan House, Poraiti                               06 844 3401

St. Martin House, Poraiti                               06 845 0198

Tobias House, Poraiti                                      06 844 4549

Leina Cottage, Poraiti                                     06 844 3843
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www.hohepa.com


